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Abstract

This report presents a detailed study of the Internet censorship in India. We consolidated a list
of potentially blocked websites from various public sources and checked their accessibility from
9 popular ISPs within the country. Our results indicate that the censorship mechanism varies
across networks: some are blocked at the DNS level while others at the HTTP level. In this
study, we first demonstrate that existing censorship detection tools like OONI results in high
false positives and negatives. Thus, we developed our own approach for identifying censorship
policy and mechanism, which relies on human intervention for confirmation of blocked instances.
After identifying the censorship infrastructure — poisoned resolvers for DNS and middleboxes
for HTTP filtering, we highlight upon two aspects. First, how well the censorship infrastructure
covers the ISP and second, how consistent they are in doing censorship. In the last phase of
our research, we device our own novel anti-censorship techniques, that does not depend on any
third party tools (like proxy, tor and vpn etc.). We managed to anti-censor all blocked websites
in all ISPs under test. Our results indicate that ISPs have placed middleboxes sub-optimally
viz., experimental results reveal that middleboxes have extremely low values of coverage, for
instance — middleboxes of Idea network it is ≈ 4.02% (i.e., they intercept only ≈ 4.02% of total
paths under our tests) whereas for Vodafone network it is as low as low as 0.37%. It indicates
that, some clients of a particular ISP face near to zero censorship, whereas others experience
significant censorship.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The current study of Internet censorship is mostly focused on openly censorious countries –
China [20, 26, 31], Iran [18], Pakistan [33], etc. Even world-wide studies of censorship [36]
essentially focus on countries well known for their censorship. However, in practice, many other
countries still implement some form of censorship, which may even be more insidious because
citizens are barely aware of it (for example, Sweden [2] and France [1]). In this paper, we
consider the case of India, a major emerging power with over 450 million Internet users [9]
(up from 180 million in 2013, and on track to overtake Europe, which has 520 million users
in all). India has been ambivalent about its censorship policy for years [6] (for example, in
August 2015, the government ordered 857 target sites blocked, then backtracked in the face of
public outcry [10]), but in context of the fact that legally1 the executive branch in India holds
unqualified power to block information, it is natural to be concerned about free speech in India.
Censorship activities by the government itself is on rise, can be confirmed from the transparency
reports published by Facebook [4] and Google [5]. It indicates there were total of 21 instances
of complete Internet shutdowns and 1, 228 instances of content removal by Facebook because
majority of content restricted was alleged to violate local laws relating to defamation of religion
and hate speech.

Very recently Gosain et al., [] in their study claimed that each ISP implements its own content
filters resulting in dramatic differences in the censorship experienced by customers. Authors did
some preliminary tests and reported these findings. Also, they assumed a futuristic scenario,
where an intelligent censor would use various filtering techniques (like IP filtering, IP prefix
hijack) at important key points to filter country’s traffic. In this paper, we did an in depth
study of present censorship infrastructure of popular ISPs of the India, and our findings counter
the claims made in previous study.

In this paper we attempt to answer the following questions:

• Which types of web censorship is observed across different ISPs? There are various mech-
anisms (like IP Filtering, DNS blocking and URL filtering etc.) by which an adversary can
censor the Internet traffic. We enlist all possible techniques that are practiced by popular
Indian ISPs.

• What constitutes the censorship infrastructure of major ISPs of the country? We show

1Information Technology Act of India 2008 (Section 69A)
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that there are numerous middleboxes (deployed by popular ISPs) which are aggressively
doing censorship on the sensitive2 content.

• How affective is the Censorship? This question has inherently three sub-parts:

– How consistent are the middleboxes? We try to explore whether The list of sensitive
websites is coherent within same ISP and also across different ISPs?

– What fraction of paths middleboxes intercept? Are there a small number of mid-
dleboxes where the ISP can intercept most Indian traffic to censored sites or there
are numerous middleboxes which are placed in ad-hoc fashion doing censorship sub-
optimally?

– How hard its is to bypass them? We explore the various weaknesses of the middleboxes
and try to exploit them for the purpose of circumvention without relying on any third
party tool like tor [?].

We first begin by exploring the popular tool OONI [?], which claims to detect web censorship by
an automated process. In order to determine the accuracy of OONI, we tested it from different
ISP networks for the same list of potentially blocked websites. Experimentally we confirm that
OONI yields high rate of false positives and negatives. For instance, in MTNL (a government
based ISP), OONI reports abc false positives and xyz false negatives. The detailed analysis of
OONI is presented in section..

For n major ISPs in India we manually verified the censorship mechanisms and ways to bypass
them. Our analysis reveals that majority of the ISPs (Airtel, Vodafone, Idea and Reliance Jio
etc.) are adopting state full HTTP level filtering for blocking purposes with few government
ISPs being exception (MTNL and BSNL); they rely on DNS poisoning for censoring the content.

We present a novel technique with which we determine the intent of individual ISPs to block the
content. Using C-mean clustering and similarity measure between vector ordering of potentially
blocked websites, we conclude how will full the adversary is in doing censorship?

In addition to this, we also analyzed topological structure of various ISPs to determine how well
the middleboxes are placed? Are handful number of middleboxes are intercepting large number
of router level paths or there is a big mesh of middleboxes placed sub-optimally for censorship.

2We observed that websites blocked by different middleboxes are consistent across time
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 BACKGROUND

According to Open Net Initiative report, India is among the list of countries that restricts the
Internet content, and Freedom House ranks India as ”Partly Free” with a rating of 41 (scale
from 0 to 100, lower is better). Measures for removing content at the request of content creators
through court orders have become more common in recent years. Internet censorship in India
can be traced back to year 1999, where website of the popular Pakistani daily newspaper ‘Dawn’
was blocked from access within India, immediately after the Kargil War [11]. Immediately in
year 2000, the Indian Parliament approved the Information Technology Act to crack down on cy-
bercrime, allowing cybercafes and Internet users homes to be searched without warrants as part
of criminal investigations. Later, in 2003 ‘Kynhun’ a Yahoo group linked to the ”Hynniewtrep
National Liberation Council” (an illegal, minor separatist group from Meghalaya), which dis-
cussed the case of the Khasi tribe was banned [12]. Then in 2006, Indian government ordered
the blocking of 17 websites, including some hosted on the Geocities, Blogspot and Typepad
domains [8]. Next in series, Department of Telecommunication blocked 32 websites including
github, dailymotion, vimeo and pornographic websites [7]. And since the year 2015, Internet
service providers (ISPs) have been asked by the Government of India to block 857 websites, on
the basis of restricting access to pornographic content [3].

Since there are numerous instances of Internet censorship in India, our first step was to formally
approach the authorities, by filing a Right to Information [] request (RTI), inquiring about
the policies and mechanism the government uses to block content. While the policy itself was
confidential, the government was willing to share that the responsibility for filtering lies with
individual ISPs, and that they could implement any mechanism they choose, as long as they
uniformly comply with the given censorship policy. In this work, we aim to explore the censorship
mechanism and its associated infrastructure depoyed in the country.

2.2 Related Work

There is plethora of research in the area of Internet Censorship, primarily reporting the type and
mechanism of censorship. Zittrain [42] in his seminal analysis of censorship observed IP, keyword
and DNS filtering in China. Later many studies focused on censorship specific to particular
countries for eg., China [20, 38], Pakistan [33], Italy [16], Iran [18], Egypt and Libia [21] etc.
Verkamp et al., [36] extended this work by deploying clients in 11 countries to identify their
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network censorship activities encompassing IP and URL filtering, keyword filtering and DNS
based censorship etc. Gill et al., [25] rather than deploying clients, used data gathered by
the OpenNet Initiative to detect censorship in 77 countries. Dalek et al., [22] used data from
Shodan [13] to identify URL filtering products deployed across many countries including Qatar,
Yemen, Saudi Arabia and India. For large scale detection of censorship across multiple countries,
there are several projects which provide tools to determine censorship policy: HerdictWeb [41],
CensMon [35], and Encore [19], OONI [15] and Augur [34]. However, significant portion of
censorship literature focus only on Republic of China — Great Firewall of China (GFW) [20,
23, 24, 29, 32, 37, 39, 40, 42]. Winter et al., [14] studied how DPI-enabled routers detect Tor
bridges based on specific TLS cipher suits. Others such as [30] reported that China is heavily
contributing towards collateral damage by DNS filtering. Khattak et al., [28] observed that
GFW operates similar to NIDS and found exploitable flaws in state management of GFW. Later
authors in [37], reported that GFW has evolved over a period of time and previous solutions [28]
to bypass it, have failed. They proposed a novel tool INTANG, to anti-censor GFW using
carefully crafted packets, without relying on third party software bundles like Tor and VPNs.

Very recently Gosain et al., [17] claimed that Indian ISPs have incoherent censorship policies
and ISP implement its own content filters resulting in dramatic differences in the censorship
experienced by customers. Also, their analysis of censorship is extremely futuristic. They studies
the ‘what if’ scenario — assuming in future, government of India plans to implement strict
censorship what would be the probable ‘key points’ to place the filters, for different censorship
mechanisms viz., IP filtering, Prefix Hijack, DNS filtering etc.

In this research, we carried out a comprehensive study on the ‘present ’ Internet censorship
implementation in India, which was missed by the previous authors.
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Chapter 3

Data Collection and Approach

We began our research by relying on OONI tool for detecting censorship in India. Open Ob-
servatory of Network Interference (‘OONI’) is a free software under the Tor Project which aims
to empower decentralized efforts in increasing transparency of Internet censorship around the
world cite. It requires the list of websites for which it runs tests. We consolidated the list of
‘potentially blocked websites’ (PBW) from different sources which include Citizen Labs, Herdict
and various past court orders of the country. The list includes total of 1200 websites which are
considered to be sensitive in Indian sub-continent. They span across 7 major categories viz.,
escorts, porn, music, torrents, political, tools and social networks.

3.1 Issues with OONI

We ran OONI on PBW in 6 popular ISP networks and recorded the results. In order to validate
the aforementioned results, we manually cross-verified them and found that, OONI yields signif-
icant fraction of false positives and negatives while detecting censorship evidences. In order to
systematically analyze the OONI results, we calculated popular evaluation metrics PRECISION

and RECALL. Table 4.1 summarizes our findings. The rows represent the ISPs, columns corre-
spond to the type of censorship reported by OONI, and each entry is a 2-tuple (P,R) representing
the PRECISION and RECALL of OONI for that ISP. For example, for Airtel, we observed extremely
low values of (P,R) tuple across all types of censorship and thus its overall score is also very low;
P = 0.19 and R = 0.11.

The use case of Airtel

In order to explain the significance of PRECISION and RECALL we present our findings for Airtel.
Websites reported to be blocked by OONI (BO): 78
Websites which were actually blocked (BM ) : 133
Websites which were actually blocked and were also reported by OONI (BO ∩BM ): 15
Low value of PRECISION indicate, that out of 78 websites which were reported to be censored by
OONI, only 15 were actually blocked (confirmed by manual testing); and low value of RECALL

implies, that out of 133 actually blocked websites (obtained manually) OONI reported only 15
websites to be blocked.

Similarly we observed low values of PRECISION and RECALL for other ISPs as well.

Thus, for our research we abandoned OONI, and created our own scripts to record the censorship
instances by various ISPs across India.
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S.No. Popular Censorship Type
ISPs Total DNS TCP HTTP

1 Airtel 0.19, 0.11 0, 0 0, 0 0.17, 0.08

2 Idea 0.57, 0.62 0, 0 0, 0 0.57, 0.62

3 V odafone 0.69, 0.82 0, 0 0, 0 0.70, 0.78

4 Jio 0.34, 0.15 0, 0 0, 0 0.36, 0.14

Table 3.1: How accurate is OONI?

3.2 Approach

In order to determine the censorship mechanism we inspected for DNS, TCP/IP and HTTP
blocking for the list of potentially blocked websites.

3.2.1 DNS blocking

In order to achieve filtering using DNS based services, censor generally inspects the domain
name in the DNS query. If it matches the blocked list of the censor, he replies with fake IP
address (other than the actual IP of the blocked website) to the client.

In order to detect DNS filtering, we created a Tor circuit from client machine whose exit node
is in a free country like Ireland. We resolved the full list using the tor exit relay. Websites
which were not resolved, we excluded them for further censorship tests from the ISP under
consideration.

Websites which were successfully resolved in Ireland, we tried to resolve them at our deployed
client in the ISP under consideration. Each website may correspond to multiple IP addresses,
thus in both the lists — resolved IPs at client and resolved IPs at Tor exit node, we checked
for intersection of IP addresses corresponding to the same website. If an IP exist in both the
lists, we considered the website to be uncensored and discontinued further tests. Otherwise, we
further checked for potential DNS based filtering.

For the remaining list, we performed frequency analysis on the observed IP addresses. If more
than one website is resolved to same IP address, we checked for DNS filtering. Invariably we
found bogus IP addresses (static IP of the same ISP or 127.0.0.1) appearing multiple times 1.

After confirming the DNS filtering on the aforementioned websites, we removed them from the
list of blocked websites. For the remaining list we performed our final tests.

We first attempted for successful TCP 3−way handshake with the IP addresses on port 80 five
times with 500ms delay between the successive requests. If it failed in all attempts, our script
considered it to be IP filtering.

For websites with which we were able to do successful TCP 3-way handshake, we queried HTTP
GET request with ‘google.com’ as HOST filed. If its a legitimate website, we are expecting a
‘NOT FOUND’ response and if it is a bogus IP, it may return static web page containing the
censorship message. We sent same GET request to the same websites from the Tor exit node,
and recorded the response. We calculated the difference in the response we observed at our client
to the response observed at tor exit node. Since same GET request is sent, we are expecting the

1We manually scanned the list and removed those cases for which multiple websites were actually hosted on
the same IP address; but these corner cases were rare
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same response at both locations. In an ideal scenario, the difference must be zero, but may be
because of CDNs two different servers are responding at different locations and response may
vary. We selected a threshold of 30%. If the difference is less than the threshold considered the
websites to be unfiltered else we kept the websites separately for manual verification2

DNS filtering can be achieved using

1. DNS poisoning: local resolver is corrupted, it replies with the bogus IP for the received
DNS query

2. DNS injection: some middlebox between the client and local resolver intercepts the DNS
query and responds with the bogus IP to the client.

In order to identify which mechanism is being used by the ISP we adopted the approach similar
to traceroute. We sent the DNS query packet with increasing TTL value, if we receive the
response from any hop except the last hop (resolver itself), we consider it as DNS injection
otherwise we consider it as DNS poisoning. This process is shown in figure 3.1.

1 

Sensitive request 
(with increasing TTL) 

Censored response 

Actual response 

TTL=9 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 

Client 
Blocked  
Website 

TTL=1 
TTL=2 

TTL=3 
TTL=4 

Figure 3.1: Detecting location of censorship infrastructure: client sends sensitive query (DNS
query/HTTP GET request) containing a blocked domain with increasing TTL. If some censor-
ship infrastructure is present, it will respond first than the actual destination

3.2.2 IP Filtering

In order to carry out IP filtering, censor has to maintain the list of IP addresses which he
seems inappropriate. Any packet destined to the blocked IP is dropped, and communication
is disrupted. For detecting IP filtering, we attempted TCP 3 − way handshake (for the list of
potentially blocked websites) five times with 500ms delay between the successive requests. If it
failed in all attempts, our script considered it to be IP filtering.

3.2.3 HTTP Filtering

HTTP filtering aims at hampering the communication between client and server by exploiting
the content of HTTP GET request. The censor deploys some middlebox (essentially placed

2This HTTP test only aids in reducing the search space, if the response to the GET request significantly
differ, it might indicate possible censorship. Thus to confirm the presence of censorship we manually verified the
websites
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between client and the blocked domain) which inspects for the ‘Host’ field in the GET request.
If Host field contains some blocked domain name, middlebox gets triggered, and impersonates
as the actual blocked domain. It either replies with connection termination packets (like FIN
or RST) or it replies with blocked message of the censor as HTTP 200 OK message. There are
two types of middleboxes — IN-PATH: which intercepts the actual GET request initiated by
the client, and after ensuring that it is destined for blocked website, it drops it. Whereas, other
type is ON-PATH: which possibly receives the copy of the GET request, and takes the blocking
decision based on the copy it received. Original GET request is allowed to go unaltered. We
explain how we detect both type of middleboxes in the wild.

In-path middleboxes

3 Way Handshake 

GET / HTTP/1.1/Host: “evil.com” 

HTTP 200 OK Blocked Msg (FIN+PSH)  

FIN + ACK 

FIN + ACK 

FIN+ACK 

RST (Seq=X) 

RST (Seq=Y) 

Figure 3.2: Censorship mechanism of IN-PATH middlebox

The censorship mechanism can be well understood from figure 3.2. After successful DNS res-
olution and 3-way-handshake, client sends HTTP GET request3 to evil.com. Censor’s middlebox
captures this GET request on the fly and initiates the blocking behavior. We term it as “Trig-
gering Event ‘’. After the triggering event middlebox

1. drops the client’s GET request

2. sends a crafted HTTP 200 OK message which contains

• a blocked message for client

• FIN,PSH bits are set in tcp header

• spoof the source ip as evil.com ip

On reception of HTTP 200 OK packet (with FIN bit set), client sends the FIN,ACK packet as a
response to connection termination from the middlebox spoofing as evil.com. After, not receiving
the ACK packet from real evil.com, it again retransmits multiple FIN,ACK packets for a timeout

period and at last sends the RST packet to the evil.com. After the triggering event, middlebox
is in continuous interception state, viz., it captures every single packet with source ip of client

3 with blocked domain name (evil.com) in Host field
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and destination ip of evil.com. After a timeout period, middlebox itself sends the RST packet to
evil.com closing the connection.

In order to understand the censorship behavior we adopted two approaches:

1. Client controlled: we used the approach similar to traceroute where we sent HTTP
GET request (containing blocked website as Host field) with increasing TTL (explained
in figure 3.1) to obtain the location of middlebox, and later to verify whether GET request
with blocked domain is crossing the middlebox or not. We sent are crafted GET request
satisfying the following criterion.

Middleboxttl < GETttl < Evil.comttl

In all test iterations we received the blocked message from the middlebox, but we never
received the ICMP “TTL expired in transit” message for any ttl value. This indicates
that middlebox is responding with crafted 200 OK packet but dropping the GET request.
Further, after the triggering event, it drops all the packets from the client destined towards
evil.com. We sent different types of crafted packets (satisfying equation ) and observed
no “TTL expired in transit” message for any ttl value. In order to verify that triggering
event occurs only for blocked domain in Host field of GET request, we sent a crafted GET

request to evil.com with Host field as non-blocked.com. In this case, we always received
the ICMP time exceeded message.

2. Server controlled: we selected some planet lab node machines for which middlebox lies
in between of our client and the planet lab node machine. We did 3 way handshake 4

with the machine and send the crafted GET request with blocked domain (evil.com) to the
machine. We observed the blocking, indicating triggering event occurred at the middlebox.
Since, in this case the server machine is in our control, we recorded all the packets coming
from client or server. We observed that from client we only received SYN and ACK packets
from the client and nothing else. After some time we received the RST packet from the
middlebox.

Caveat: We ensured that RST packet was coming from the middlebox and not from the
client because there was clear difference in the sequence numbers of the RST generated
from the client machine and the middlebox.

On-path middlebox

Similar to previous case, after successful TCP 3 way handshake, client sends HTTP GET request
to evil.com. On the path to evil.com, censor has placed a middlebox with some router(s).
Original GET request is allowed to go unaltered to the destination, with one copy being sent to
the middlebox attached. Since the GET request reaches the server, it sends the actual content
to the client (shown in green in the figure).

Middlebox on reception of HTTP GET request with HOST field as evil.com, sends spoofed (1)HTTP
200 OK packet (with FIN and ACK bits set) containing ‘blocked message’ and (2) a RST packet
to the client. Client on reception of HTTP packet with FIN bit set, sends FIN,ACK packet to
the actual website. Website assumes that client wants to terminate the connection, it also replies
with FIN, ACK packet. In the meanwhile, client has already closed the connection on reception
of RST packet from the middlebox. So it generates a RST packet on reception of FIN,ACK

4In Idea middleboxes, are not sensitive to only port 80, rather they trigger on all ports if GET request contains
blocked domain, thus we used any random port for TCP connection.
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packet from the server. Later actual content from the website reaches the client machine, but it
gets discarded because connection has already been closed.

In order to confirm our hypothesis, we adopted a similar approaches as discussed in previous
sub-section.

We sent GET request (contains evil.com as HOST field) with increasing TTL towards evil.com.
From some hop between the client and the actual destination, we get blocked message in HTTP
200 OK packet. Since, client always receives the content from the website (though it is not
accepted, because connection is already closed by the middlebox), it is confirmed that GET
request reaches the actual server, indicating that this type of middlebox is ON-PATH. It can
be argued that how we confirmed that ON-PATH middlebox is sending connection termination
packets to client and NOT to the server. To test this hypothesis, we exploited the property of
middlebox, that it gets triggered only for blocked domains in the GET request field. Initially, we
sent GET request with evil.com as HOST field, and observed the aforementioned mechanism.
But this time, using IP tables utility, we dropped ant RST or FIN packet. Since, middlebox’s
connection termination packets are dropped, client machine in turn does not generate any con-
nection closing packets. Rather, client sends google.com as HOST field in the subsequent GET
requests. For all our GET request with google.com as HOST field, we observed some response
from server indicating the BAD REQUEST. This confirms that middlebox is disrupting the
client only, otherwise we would have received a RST response from the server5.

3 Way Handshake 

GET / HTTP/1.1/Host: “evil.com” 

HTTP 200 OK Blocked Msg (FIN+PSH)  

RST  

Content 

RSTs  

 (FIN+ACK)  

 (FIN+ACK)  

RST  

Figure 3.3: Censorship mechanism of ON-PATH middlebox

3.2.4 Possible Anti-Censorship approaches

Broadly classifying we observed 2 types of censorships in popular ISPs of India viz., HTTP
filtering and DNS poisoning. In order to anti-censor them we opted techniques depending upon
the middlebox under action. Our solutions are simple and extremely affective.

Evading DNS poisoning

In order to circumvent poisoned DNS resolver, any non-poisoned resolvers can be used. We
tested with OpenDNS, Google’s public DNS (8.8.8.8) and many other non-poisoned resolvers

5Any unsolicited packet on open port (in this case port 80), results in generation RST packet at the machine
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which belong to extremely free countries like Ireland, Canada, and Sweden. With each of them
as our local resolvers, we were able to bypass the DNS based censorship.

Evading HTTP filtering

As already explained in section..., middlebox gets triggered upon reception of blocked domain
in the HOST field of GET request only. Our goal is to craft such a GET request which is not
correctly interpreted by the middlebox but by the actual website. We tried various techniques
involving string fuzziness (prepending www to website name) [27], case sensitivity check (chang-
ing case of HTTP, GET, HOST etc), bounds on length of GET request (adding extra spaces
and tabs)etc., sending the fragmented GET request and using HTTP2.0 as the underlying web
protocol. For different middleboxes different approaches worked.

ON-PATH middleboxes: There are two approaches with which we bypassed these middleboxes

• Changing the case of ‘Host’ keyword in the GET request: standard GET request from
browser sets only ‘H’ as capital in Host field. If we change any other letter to capital (like
HOst, HoSt, HosT and HOST etc.), middlebox gets bypassed and we observe the response
from the website also. This can be attributed to the fact that RFC suggests Host field to
be case in sensitive and for all our websites under consideration, they consider the GET
request to be valid with Host field being in any case 6.

• Dropping the packets with RST or FIN bit set: upon reception of GET request with
evil.com as Host field, middlebox sends HTTP 200 OK (containing blocked message) with
FIN bit set and subsequently a RST packet to the client only. Using IP tables utility,
all the packets which have FIN or RST bit set were dropped by the kernel. Since, the
actual GET request was not dropped by the middlebox, it reached the blocked website and
resulted in actual response from the website. This response containing the actual content
of the website is accepted the client machine and website renders properly in the browser.

IN-PATH middleboxes: We found that there are two types of middleboxes based on the response
sent to the client.

• Overt Censorship: on reception of blocked domain in the HOST field of GET request,
middlebox replies with HTTP 200 OK (containing the banner that URL has been blocked
from the orders of government) with FIN bet set to the client, .

To bypass such middleboxes which overtly censors the content, a specific case of string
fuzziness worked. The standard GET request has ‘Host: evil.com’ — only one space
between ‘:’ and ‘evil.com’. But, instead if we place more than one space (or tab) between
them —
‘Host: evil.com’, middlebox fails to understand but servers correctly interprets them. Also,
we can append some extra spaces (or tabs) after evil.com, it also works — ‘Host: evil.com
’.

• Covert Censorship: on reception of blocked domain in the HOST field of GET request,
middlebox replies with only RST packet. For bypassing such middlebox inserting multiple
host in same GET request worked. We intentionally inserted multiple Host fields (with
different website names) in the same GET request to test middlebox is receptive on which
Host field viz., start, middle, end or for all. For all cases, we observed that it is receptive

6We tried changing the case of GET and HTTP and indeed we bypassed the middlebox but could not get the
content from the website.
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on only the last Host keyword. But with such a GET request we managed to by pass the
middlebox, but end server also neglected this request because it is not a standard request.
To bypass the middlebox and , we crafted an unusual GET request — ‘GET / HTTP/1.1
Host: evil.com...\r\n\r\n Host: non-blocked.com’. This particular form of GET request is
neglected by the middlebox but on the other hand accepted by the actual website. Since,
middlebox is only looking at last Host keyword, it interprets that packet is destined for
non-blocked.com. But, when packet reaches the website, it treats ‘\r\n\r\n’ as the end of
the GET request and ‘ Host: non-blocked.com’ as a separate request. Thus, client receives
two responses from the website — the actual content which is an outcome of first HOST
field and the BAD REQUEST message for the subsequent HOST filed (interpreted as new
request). We manged to anti-censor all the blocked websites using this approach.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Results

In order to determine the censorship mechanism we inspected for DNS, TCP/IP and HTTP
blocking for the list of potentially blocked websites in 9 major ISPs of the country (explained in
chapter 3). For all ISPS, we found instances of DNS and HTTP filtering only.

DNS filtering We found DNS filtering in only 2 ISP’s viz., MTNL and BSNL and both ISPs
have adopted DNS poisoning as the mean of censorship. Since, the poisoned resolvers are giving
bogus IPs to DNS queries for sensitive websites, they managed to block HTTPS websites also.
It must be noted that HTTPS websites are blocked only by these ISPs (and not by any other).
In order to analyze the extent of resolver poisoning, we scanned the entire IPv4 address space
of these ISPs to identify resolvers, and in those the poisoned resolvers.

Coverage and placement of DNS resolvers To find the coverage and consistency of the
poisoned DNS resolvers of an ISP we adopted the following steps:

• Finding the DNS resolvers of the ISP:

– We sent DNS query with non-blocked domain name (for eg., university website ) to
entire IPv4 address space of the ISP under consideration. The IP addresses giving
legitimate response for the DNS query were considered as DNS resolver. We used the
DIG tool for this purpose.

• In order to find the poisoned resolvers, we probed the resolvers (found in previous step)
with DNS queries containing the potentially blocked websites (total of ≈ 1200 distinct
websites) . Thus, we sent 1200 DNS queries to each resolver for possible resolution. If
even for single website we observed bogus IP as response, we classified it to be poisoned.

• For further analysis of consistency check we stored the response of each DNS query sent in
the form of bit-vector. Thus, for every poisoned resolver we have a corresponding vector,
where 1 denotes censored response and 0 denotes unfiltered response of the sent DNS
query.

In MTNL, we found total of 448 resolvers, out of which 383 were poisoned. Thus we conclude
that MTNL has covered 76.6% of its DNS resolver address space with corrupted resolvers.

It may appear that large number of DNS resolvers are poisoned by the ISP, but how much
fraction of the potentially blocked websites each of the resolver block has not been explored yet.
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We call this as consistency check viz., to what extent resolver block the same type of websites
with respect to each other.

For each of the 383 poisoned resolvers, we have a vector of 1200 length. The union of these 383
vectors result in a new vector (called as ‘final’ vector) which constitutes of all the websites that
are being blocked by the MTNL. Since, all these resolvers (and their corresponding vectors)
belong to the same ISP, we assume that the final vector represents the list of websites that
the ISP intend to block. In order to check how consistent individual resolvers are from the
final vector, we calculate the hamming distance of each individual vector (corresponding to
individual poisoned resolver) with the final vector. Large value of hamming distance of the
resolver implies it blocks less number of websites compared to the list of websites intended to be
blocked by the ISP. whereas, small value of hamming distance implies it blocks nearly the same
list of websites compared to the intended ones. Figure 4.1 represents different values of hamming
distance (X axis) corresponding to different resolvers (Y Axis). It is evident from the figure
that ≈ 40% of the resolvers are highly consistent with the final vector and does heavy censorship
(hamming distance is less than 20), whereas more than 47% resolvers are highly inconsistent
(with hamming distance more than 170) causing much less censorship than others.
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Figure 4.1: Hamming distance of DNS resolvers

HTTP filtering We found HTTP filtering in 4 out of 9 ISP’s. The middleboxes responsible
for HTTP filtering have different set of characteristics — Idea and Vodafone have IN-PATH
middleboxes whereas Jio and Airtel have ON-PATH middleboxes.

Coverage and placement of middleboxes We started our experiments with single vantage
point (client machine) in the ISPs. As already discussed in chapter 3, middleboxes (for HTTP
filtering) get triggered for censorship, only on the reception of ‘Host: evil.com’ phrase in the GET
request. Even if we create TCP connection with any random IP, and later sends GET request
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containing blocked domain, we observe the blocked page from the middlebox. We harness this
behavior of middlebox to find the approximate coverage and placement statistics.

We created TCP connections with Alexa top 1000 websites from the client machine and sent
each potentially blocked websites as the Host field in the GET request. If for single GET request
we observed the censorship, we considered that path to be tainted with middlebox.
For Reliance Jio, we only observed 50 out of 1000 paths to be tainted with middlebox. This
gave us the hint that may be middleboxes are not placed optimally to intercept large fraction of
ISP paths. Thus, to further test our observation, we relied on planet lab infrastructure for more
vantage points. Our aim is to find maximal possible number of middleboxes and the fraction of
paths they intercept inside the ISP. For this we adopted the following approach:

• Scan all IP prefixes of the ISP for IP addresses with TCP port 80 open. As already
discussed in the approach section, middleboxes inspect the GET request for only those
TCP connections in which destination port is 80.

• For each Planet Lab node

– We Find number of hops between the planet lab machine and the destination IPs
(found in the initial step) using traceroute. Let the total number of hops be ‘n’.

– Perform 3-way handshake with same IPs

– For our list of potentially blocked websites

∗ Send GET request with sensitive website as Host field with ttl = n− 1.

∗ If we get the response, the response is possibly from middlebox. But in some cases
we received response from server itself even with ttl = n − 1 (possibly because
of load balancing and aliasing at server end). Thus, we manually verified all the
responses.

S.No. Popular ISP’s % paths with middleboxes

1 Airtel 0.95

2 Idea 4.02

3 V odafone 0.37664

Table 4.1: Middlebox Coverage

Collateral Damage In 3 ISP’s out of 9 ISP’s, there is no inherent censorship mechanism.
But users in these ISP’s are observing censorship due to another ISP. For the analysis propose,
we used the approach discussed in the HTTP section of approach to find the blocked paths. To
find the IP of the middleboxes, we used the iterative deepening approach. And then to find the
owner of middleboxes, we did IP to ASN mapping of the middlebox.

In NKN, we found no middlebox belongs to NKN itself. Out of 1200 PBW’s path, 69 are
censored by Vodafone middleboxes and 8 are censored by Tata middleboxes.

Work in progress

1. To map the DNS infrastructure of BSNL: identifying the poisoned/non-poisoned resolvers
of the ISP, and to find consistency and coverage of these resolvers.
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2. To identify the middleboxes in Airtel network and to actually observe how consistent the
middlebox are? [Coverage and consistency of censorship infrastructure is yet to be done
for various]
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